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A simple solution with simple termsA simple solution with simple terms
Figure depicts how ‘Least’ (or ‘Lowest’) and ‘Most’ (or 
‘Highest’) will define the span for any of the variables, and 
how with the simple addition of words ‘Low’ and ‘High’ and 
the adjective ‘Very’ the span can go from 3 to 5 to 7 levels. 
For even numbers, ‘Medium’ may be omitted as a 
convention, retaining symmetry of wording.
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The Richter Scale for earthquakesThe Richter Scale for earthquakes

This is akin to our  severity 
scale for risk.
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The Torino scale for asteroid impactThe Torino scale for asteroid impact

This is akin to our 
likelihood scale for risk
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Range and span … examplesRange and span … examples

Example: If the hospital stay and treatment for a particular 
injury varies from 1 day to 1 year, but an assessor wishes to 
cover only stays between 3 days to 3 months, then the 
range is 1 to 365, and the span is 3 to 91, both in days.
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The injury Deca-ScaleThe injury Deca-Scale

1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8      9     10
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Important considerationsImportant considerations

Currency values may historically and geographically             
vary very widely. Long-term global strategy may be             
to take a basic cost of living unit like a loaf of bread. 

Natural disasters, and events happening once in   
thousands of years are beyond our control. Leave          
them to specialised think-tanks in rich countries.

If the controls for different hazard factors are different, they
should be kept separate till the end. Otherwise, a straight 
average of the multiple values, or better, a weighted 
average leaning towards higher value(s) may be adequate. 

There may be no violation of basic concept in multiplying 
fractional averages to find the risk, as that would preserve 
original assumptions intact instead of worsening them. With 
severity 5.3 and likelihood 2.5, risk = 5.3×2.5 = 13.25 13. 
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Sub-set risk matrix for officeSub-set risk matrix for office     
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